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From Your Chapter Director
Solid as a Rock, Built on a Strong Foundation,
Able to withstand the Storm.

These are just a few of the phases to describe the resolve of NC-X. As I take a step back for a
while, the Chapter is going strong and continues to actively participate in many activities. The
Core Team stepped up and volunteered to cover all Chapter tasks and then asked - what else I
can do? It is uplifting to know we have fostered such an amazing team.
The planned history ride to Lancaster PA, the Breakfast rides, the Lunch rides, the Ice Cream
ride, the several Chapter visits, the Crab ride to Maryland, the Crab Feast and many other
rides and events have occurred over the past one and half months. The Eastern Couple Plaque
and the Tar Heel Traveler’s Plaque were captured. The core team met and carried on Chapter
business as usual. Brad volunteered to conduct June’s gathering but a MSF class he was
teaching in Durham ran over and he wasn’t able to make it on time. At the last minute, Glenn
and Joy Kennedy stepped up and presided over a great gathering. From the opening when Joy
got everybody on their Feet to sing "we are family" to the closing thanking everyone for
coming, members were engaged. Fun and laughter was constant throughout the meeting.
Debra Lawler was recognized for her award winning newsletter and named news editor of the
month for May. Icing on the cake - Debra continued winning the WOTS logo contest. Way to
go Debra. NC-X Rocks!
Moving forward we still have WOTS grand prize tickets to sell. See Glenn to pick up your first
batch or to get an additional batch. Tickets are only $1.00. Speaking of the rally; get
together your old country outfits.
X-toberfest planning is beginning to take shape. This is our major event / fund raiser for the
year. Our first X-toberfest last year was a huge success. We need all hands on deck again this
year with volunteers during the day and all NC-X members collecting door prizes. Stay tune more to come.
It’s the beginning of summer so there is much riding to be done, events to attend, Chapters to
visit and fun to have. Watch for ride announcements and the ride calendar for scheduled and
impromptu rides. As a matter of fact, plan a ride and send out an invitation!

Ride Safe, Have Fun and thanks for your support.
John
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From Your MEP Coordinators

NC-X Chapter in review
Last month, NC-X had an anniversary that
merits highlighting. NC-X was chartered
May 20, 2008.

Goose and Dorothy Richardson, who conceived the idea, were the original Chapter
Directors. Paul Trahan was the first Chapter Educator. The third necessary office,
Treasurer, was filled by Fred Haynes. Soon after the chapter’s forming, Rosie Rosenthall
became our first Ride Coordinator; Debra Hankish, our first MEC; and Mary Ann Clemans
our first Newsletter Editor. These founders set the stage for X to be the superlative
chapter that it is today. This column is dedicated, with thanksgiving and praise, to those
with a vision and determination to initiate this family. Though the chapter was officially
chartered in May, the kick off was July 26, 2008. And what a kick off that was!! With
nearly 50 members and approximately 250 others in attendance, NC-X’s engines were
started with what has become X’s trademark: matchbox car races. The daylong event
included other games, lunch, snow cones, and fun had by all. On this day, in this first
event, the chapter began breathing. In the ensuing years there surely would be changes
in staff. Our very own Rick Yost became the second Webmaster and likewise, Mike
Humphries the second Chapter Educator. The names underlined above remain on our
roster today, and I wonder what did they, 9 years ago, expect the life of the chapter
might look like now? (Even in my short tenure many changes have occurred.) I’ll try to
uncover answers to this questions in the upcoming months.
Glenn & Joy
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You Make Our Newsletter GREAT
Our June gathering was filled with surprises. We won the
May Newsletter of the month. And I won the North
Carolina District Wings Over The Smokies logo contest.

Even though I was named the winner for the May Newsletter of the month, it was you our
chapter members who are the winners. Your stories about safety, travel, sage advice and
mechanical information are what makes our newsletter GREAT!!! Job well done NC-X.
I cannot believe I won the North Carolina District Wings Over The Smokies logo contest.
I'm still smiling. Our district directors Roy and Cindy Bryant need suggestions for the
official rally shirt colors. Please send your suggestions to rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Front

Back

Special Invite to All…………..
Chinese Auction or ticket sales: Bring your $1 bills. All net proceeds are donated to
the O’Berry Center – Gifts On Cycle. Auction or sales item TBD but it will be nice!
Reminder: Write an article and submit to me at
Editor@WakeForestWings.org for a chance to win a neat prize at our next monthly
gathering. You must be present to be awarded the prize.
Wings Over the Smokies 2017 Goldwing Tickets: If you’ve not gotten a pack of
tickets, see me as soon as possible. They are $1.00 each this year. Want to buy
tickets, see any staff member.

Happy Reading!
Debra K. Lawler
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From Your Chapter
Couple of the Year
COUPLES GALORE

What a whirlwind the month of June turned out to be. As your Chapter Couple of the Year,
Joy and I were exceptionally busy in June. We visited 6 different chapters spanning the
state from Asheville to Elizabeth City (we missed New Bern’s gathering). Due to the great
Chapter turnout for the trip to North Wilkesboro, the Chapter was able to bring home the
Tarheel Travelers Plaque - which we gave away at our June gathering. Later during the
month, we captured the Couples Plaque in Rocky Mount and the Chapter also brought home
the Eastern Travelers Plaque that same night. (We will have the Eastern Travelers Plaque
available to give away at our July gathering.)
Our travels included; 6/1 Greenville, 6/10 North Wilkesboro (captured Tarheel Travelers
Plaque), 6/13 Rocky Mount (won Couples Plaque and Eastern Travelers Plaque), 6/15
Elizabeth City (delivered Couples Plaque), 6/22 Burlington and 6/24 Asheville. Despite the
ever-present summertime threat of thunderstorms, we could ride to all of the gatherings
with the exception of Elizabeth City. The forecast for thunderstorms that day/night was
beyond my comfort level – especially for a 3-hour ride home at night. As it turned out, we
made the trip in both directions without running into any rain.
Joy and I still have many far away exotic places yet to visit like Mooresville, Eden,
Waynesville, Salisbury and Winston-Salem, among others. Although one might think that
the travel is a chore, we consider it a blessing. We get to help spread our core values of
family, friendship and fun.
We truly believe that the Couples of the Year have the best jobs in the organization.

Joy & Glenn Kennedy
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Brain Teaser
What has a head but never weeps, has a bed
but never sleeps, can run but never walk and
has a bank but no money?

From Your Educator
Safe Ride Factors

There are many factors that add to the risk of riding a motorcycle. Traffic,
weather, road conditions, getting lost easily,fatigue are all a part of conditions
that could prevent a safe ride. When you decide to plan a trip keep in mind to
reduce risk as much as possible to make the ride safe an enjoyable.

Andre Eason
Click below and read Newsletters from:

North Carolina District
Region N, and
GWRRA Insight
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From Your Motorist Awareness Coordinator
Brad Bradford
This month, I’m going to begin a series of articles
that relate to medications/medical conditions that
may affect us as we age. This particular article is
about our changes and how these changes affect
our driving. The article comes from the AARP

“We are all keenly aware that our bodies and minds are changing. While some changes occur
rapidly, some are so gradual that we may not be aware of them until someone like the family
doctor asks if we have noticed any changes since the last visit. These changes, both visible
and subtle, can have an impact on driving in a variety of ways, some of which are quite
surprising. In this section, we will discuss some of the ways our bodies are changing and how
these can affect our driving.
1. Medications. Medications are of concern at any age. They may cause side effects that
negatively affect our driving ability.
•
The side effects from some medications (blurred vision, confusion, inability to
concentrate, drowsiness, dizziness, or general muscle weakness) may gradually become more
pronounced with age, and may therefore seriously affect our driving. Because our bodies tend
to slow down as we become older, it takes longer for the effects of medications to wear off
after we have stopped taking them.
•
Medications interact with each other; the more medications we take, the greater the
chance for interactions that may influence our driving.
•
Over-the-counter medicines, including herbal remedies, may have side effects and
interact with prescription medications.
2. Medical conditions. Some medical conditions can put limitations on our ability to drive.
How a condition affects our sensory, motor, or mental well-being is really important. Here
are some functional problems to be concerned about:
•
Inability to recognize potentially dangerous situations
•
Inability to react quickly enough to avoid dangerous situations.
•
Temporarily losing control of your vehicle’s speed or direction.
•
Forgetting how to travel a familiar route.”
The takeaway from this article is that as we age and begin or continue taking various
medications, we should have our doctor work with us to determine how these medications
may be negatively affecting us.

Until next month, Safe Riding! Brad
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Second Generation CB Issue
As some of you know, I recently purchased a new 2016
Goldwing, level 3. I absolutely love the bike. It rides very
different than the 1500. I have already begun adding the
‘extras’ – lights, backrest, highway pegs, CB, etc.

But I have noticed something peculiar about the CB. When using the CB on my 1500, I heard
every word that was transmitted. However, on the 1800, I typically miss the first word or
two. This was very irritating. At first I thought it was a setting issue. So I fiddled around
with the settings but it made no difference. I asked other riders if they too were missing the
first few words. “Nope!” was the answer I got.
So I decided to do some investigating into this mystery. It seems that the Honda CB for
second generation 1800’s has a latency issue. Just for reference, the second gen 1800 is
from 2012 – current year. This is due to the fact it’s tied into the bike’s infotainment
center. Apparently the redesigned system for second gen 1800’s is the culprit. So, what’s
the answer? Ask the other riders to pause for a second after pressing the PTT (talk) lever.
This allows the system to recognize and send the transmission through the infotainment
software so the rider can hear the entire message.
So if you are riding along and someone keeps asking, “what did you say?” That’s probably an
indication that they are riding a second gen 1800 with an OEM CB. I have included below,
the remarks I found while researching this issue.
Research Remarks:
I have a 2014 with a factory Honda CB. Since new I have lived with a 2-3 second delay on
receiving communications. To be clear I ride with various clubs all with various bike
manufactures and CB’s. If a group member wants to talk to me and wants me to hear the
beginning of the conversation he / she must push there transmit button and must wait 2-3
seconds before they speak. This allows my bikes Audio to interrupt and deliver the CB
conversation. This delay happens with NO audio playing or with audio playing, bike speakers
or helmet headset. I still have lots of bike warranty but I’m sure the CB is out of warranty.
I’m toying with the idea of taking it to the dealer and let them toss parts at it, but I wanted
to see if anyone had the same issue and what fixed it. (This might help me get mine
corrected the wright way). In a Forum search I saw where 2012 bike seemed to have this
issue, but I did not see anything current.
I just spent three days riding with three pre-2012 Gold Wings. They communicated perfectly
while I missed the first words of their transmissions on my 2012. In some cases all I heard
was the disconnect sound. Very frustrating! The problem is on the receiving end of a 2012
and up CB. The problem is real and we need a fix!
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Yes, the problem is real - and no - you're not going to get a fix. It's a latency issue, only way
to cure it is with a new radio system, and that's not going to happen anytime soon. Our
Police Radios suffer from a similar issue - so you learn to give yourself a moment before you
start talking, otherwise central doesn't get our badge number and we have to repeat
ourselves.
So you'll have to ask your riding buddies to pause slightly before they start talking, or you
get to try and piece together what they said. Irritating but a fact of life..

Happy Riding!
James

LORD OF THE WINGS
The photo is real, no alterations of any kind were
made. Saturday, the 24th of June was a hot, muggy
day at Team Power Sports in Garner, NC. This was a
well advertised event, Lord of the Wings. Many
GoldWing attendees and lots of other folks who came
to see what was going on and to look at all the other
nice bikes there. All in all, a decent turn out. Yes,
there were other events happening the same day.
GWRRA members were present, though not that many.
Dean was kept busy doing accessories.

I didn’t get there until close to 11:00 AM. Fortunately for me, the bike show was not in full
swing and there were people cleaning their bikes. There were two trophies available. One for
the two wheel class and one for the three wheel class. That was it, only two. Could be why
there were not a lot of bikes entered. Well, besides being hot and muggy. Reminded me
when I didn’t have a GoldWing to ride to a Wing Ding in Fort Wayne, Indiana and rode my
2005 Harley bagger. Now, that year was just as hot. Trying to get everything to a shiny clean
was a bugger! Well, anyway, I took first place in the open class.
This year was People’s Choice. My 89 Wing was looking pretty good already so just had to do
a bit of wipe down and put my number on the throttle handle. There were three other bikes
entered in the two-wheel category. First was a beautiful 1800 white wing with all the bells
and whistles, LED lights and accessories galore. Looked pretty new too. Second was a really
clean black 1800, and the third which came a bit after most people had voted was a great
looking 93 wing.
Now, People’s Choice doesn’t always go to the latest and greatest. The couple with the white
wing probably figured it was a no contest. Of course, me being me, I was out and about
trying to draw people over to the bike show, explaining it was a people’s choice and that
there were newer and older wings there to see. I educated the non-GoldWing folks that for
an 89, the dark burgundy wing was looking pretty good for her age and 70,000 miles.
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Also, I mentioned it was mine and the number was three (3). Feel free to take a look and
vote for your favorite, right inside the door. Well, the final tally was the two 1800’s tied
with 9 votes and I received 21 votes. I guess the classic look pulled through for me,
besides it being a very nice looking machine. The People Have Spoken! The couple with
the white wing were a little peeved, but I just said, “It was people’s choice.” I also had
my 2017 Gold Book on the seat by my new helmet. Maybe my American flag and Marine
Retired flag inspired some votes. Who knows. At any rate, I was a happy camper.
The trike trophy was presented to Kathleen Keegan from GWRRA chapter F2. I’m sure you
will hear about that also in their chapter newsletter. I shall bring my trophy to our
meeting.
The camaraderie was great. The burgers & dogs were great. Team Power Sports in Garner
put forth a superb effort to make this event successful. My helmets off to them!

John “Rebel” Rooney
USMC ret
GWRRA# 28002 NC-X Treasurer

Joke of the Month
There once was a man who was so proud of the fact that he had six kids that he insisted
on calling his wife "mother of six."
His wife hated this name and asked him repeatedly not to call her that, but he was a
stubborn man and was very proud that he had six kids.
One evening they were at a dinner party for his company and it was getting close to the
time that they should be leaving. The husband yelled from across the room over to his
wife, "mother of six, are you ready to go?"
Annoyed with his question, she responded, "In a minute, Father of four."
Joke of the month retrieved from http://www.jokesoftheday.net/
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Packing for “The Trip.”
A lot has been written over the years about how and what
to pack for a trip. Short or long in duration, trips still
require some thought. So........these are my thoughts.

First things first, what are your priorities. In my world, your safety and wellbeing is top of
the list. This translates to mean “medication(s).” Make sure you pack the medication(s)
you need to stay alive or just healthy. Pack for at least three extra days for anything other
than a single day trip. Single day is defined as leaving in the morning and coming home that
same day. If you take medication(s) twice or more a day and you took your morning
medication(s) before you leave. Take your evening medication(s) with you in case you are
delayed getting home.
Why carry along three extra days of medication(s?) Simple answer is hope for the best and
plan for the worst. Example, if you are out for a few days ride and the motorcycle has a flat
tire, you might not get if fixed for a few days. Having to wear clothes a little longer, or
wash them at hotel is an option, NOT having the medication(s) need to keep you alive or
healthy is, at best, a really BAD option. A trip to an Emergency Department for some
needed medication(s) can be really, REALLY expensive.
Check your first aid kit. Chapter X has a nice write up on what should and could be
contained in your first aid kit. Don't forget over the counter pain medications for those
aches and pains that show up at the most inopportune times. Add a great flashlight, with
extra batteries to your belongings. Even in the summer time, it does get dark and things fall
to the ground. Some flashlights come with a flashing light feature to draw attention in case
of an emergency on the side of the road. Check your rain gear and make sure it is on the
motorcycle before you leave! If the weather is going to be cold and you have heated
clothing, make sure to check for all the parts, cords, rheostats, etc. Don't forget your cell
phone, if you have one, and all the needed charging cords and plugs for any electronics you
may have along.
Now the hard part, what do you take along to wear. Remember to dress for the slide and
NOT the ride. Figure out how many changes of clothes you NEED, not what your normally
change every day. Example, how many days can you get out of a pair of jeans? Start from
the inside out, how many pairs of socks and under garments do you need? Shirts (long
sleeve and short sleeve,) jeans, shorts for those times you are walking around, sweat shirts
follow next. If you plan on swimming, swim suits are normally worn. Shoes and maybe
sandals are nice to have in addition to your motorcycle boots.
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Try packing a few 2 ½ gallon zip lock style bags. Pack your large items in the bags,
squeeze out the air and seal. The large item is less bulky. Also, you can keep clean and
dirty apart in your bike pack or saddle bags.
If you have room, try to keep at least two types of gloves with you, warm and summer.
This helps with the temperatures change during the day. Neck warmers can keep the cold
from freezing you chin and neck.
What I am really saying is to plan for the trip so that you can be comfortable, safe and
have fun with friends.

Rosy Rosenthal
Charter Chapter Member
Some members of the NC-X and GWRRA family need a little Tender
Loving Care. Please keep these folks in your prayers and transmit all
of your positive energy their way.
Jan Humphries, Debbie Kearney, Teddy Harding, John Bryant
Birthdays
Jeannie Gunther
Roger Patterson
Sue Turner

GWRRA Anniversary
Wedding Anniversaries
John & Jeannie Gunther
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From Your Ride Coordinator
Well, the long awaited and planned Crab Ride (or as some
within our chapter like to call it, the Crab Feast) has come
and gone and based on some of the feedback, many would
like for it to be an annual event. I consider it to have been
a resounding success! Even though we didn’t have as many
riders as had been expected (in fact only Andre and I rode
north to purchase the seafood), we had a great number of
attendees at the feast.
Andre and I left North Carolina around 7:45 a.m. the morning of June 16. The temperature
was an amazing 68 degrees and we decided to take the interstate as far as Petersburg, BA
but from there, we took back roads the rest of the way to Northern Virginia. The weather
was slightly overcast and the temperature remained pleasant and the ride couldn’t have
been better…that is until we arrived in the Virginia suburbs of DC hit us square in the face.
Friday afternoons in metro Washington, DC is not the place for the weak at heart as the
workers leave early headed for the beaches and gridlock becomes inevitable
None the less, after we settled into our respective overnight locations, we decided to have
dinner at one of my favorite DC area seafood restaurant. Andre brought some of his family
members and we ate at Jerry’s Seafood restaurant in Bowie, MD. Having been there many
times before, I already knew the food would be good but Andre and his family had to find
out for themselves. Although all of them weren’t seafood eaters, those that were said they
thoroughly enjoyed their meals. Andre even brought the restaurant specialty of the Crab
Bomb back to his wife, Kandy and she also attested to how delicious the crab bomb was.
Andre and I met at Charlie’s seafood House at the downtown DC Southwest Waterfront.
That entire area is being renovated and only those selling seafood from their boats, are
allowed to work in the area. Everything else is under massive construction so traffic
congestion trying to get in and out of the boat area, was a major challenge. However, we
managed to make our purchase of two bushels of crabs and 10 pounds of jumbo shrimp. We
then headed back to North Carolina but in the interest of time, we chose to take the
interstate as we expected people to begin showing up at Andre’s home around 2:00 p.m.
and began preparations. We set up his tent, brought out chairs and tables, put down paper
for the crabs and started cooking.
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The return trip was better than I expected but not great as the Saturday morning summer
straggler beach goers were out in force. We made a couple of side stops to purchase ice to
keep the seafood fresh.
The crabs were feisty but the heat finally calmed them down. We lost quite a few that
didn’t survive the trip but still managed to have more than enough to satisfy the hungry
crowd.
There were eighteen total participants including Andre’s wife, daughter, and daughter’s
boyfriend; Glenn, Joy, and daughter Angela Kennedy, James and Debra Lawler, Roger and
Dolores Patterson, John and Xiuling Rooney, Johnnie and Debbie Hilliard, Dale and Jane
Petzoid (who knew they had recently gotten married?) for a small minute, the weather
reminded us who was in charge but after we all agreed that we weren’t in charge, the
weather gave us a break and we feasted like no tomorrow. Most people took food home with
them and various people made or brought other items such as dessert or salads or cakes.
We had a wonderful time with wonderful people and we’ll start making plans to do it all
again next. For those who weren’t able to make it, hopefully you’ll be able to do so next
year. We certainly hope you can!
Now it’s on to planning for Xtoberfest, Wing Ding, Wings Over Smokies, Myrtle Beach, and
whatever else comes our way.

Until next month, safe riding
Brad
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NC-X “Participation”
Monday 5/29 Lunch and Ice cream
Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Roger and Dolores Patterson

Thursday 6/1 Whirigig Park
John Bryant
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
John Rooney
Roger Paterson
James and Debra Lawler

Thursday 6/1 Greenville Gathering
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
John Rooney
Roger Paterson
James and Debra Lawler

6/6 Monday staff meeting
John Bryant
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Roger and Dolores Patterson
Brad Bradford
Andre Eason
John Rooney

Saturday 6/3 Yoders Dutch Pantry
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler

Saturday 6/10 Wilkesboro Gathering
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Mike and Jan Humphries
John Rooney
brought home NC Eastern Travelers Plague

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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NC-X “Participation”
6/11 Sunday X-Gathering
John Bryant
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Roger and Dolores Patterson
Teddy Harding
Debra Kearney
Johnny and Debra Hilliard
Andre Eason
Brad Bradford
Johnny Broadway
John Rooney
Rick and Jan Crawford

Friday 6/16 Crab Ride
James Bradford
Andre Eason
Thursday 6/22 Burlington
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler

Tuesday 6/13 Rocky Mount Gathering
John Bryant
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Thursday 6/15 Elizabeth City Gathering
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler

Saturday 6/17 Crab Feast
Andre and Kandi Eason
Brad Bradford
James and Debra Lawler
Roger and Dolores Patterson
John Rooney and Xuiling
Johnny and Debbie Hilliard
Glenn Joy and Angela
Kennedy

Saturday 6/24 Asheville
Glenn and Joy Kennedy

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar July 2017
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesd
ay

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1

Highlighted
in Yellow

10:00 am
NC-S2 Sanford

Events the
Chapter plan to
attend
3

2

4

5

Canceled
NC-C2
Smithfield

11

10

9
Monthly
Gathering
Golden Corral
5:00 PM

6:30
NC-W Eden
Eden NC

16

17

12

13

24

25

31

Birthdays

8
2:00pm
NC-U2
Laurinburg

14

6:30pm NCH2 Durham

15
Impromptu Ride
TBD

6:30 NC-F2
Garner
19

20

6:30pm
NC-E Cary

23

7

6:30pm
NC-D
Greenville

6:30pm
NC-Z
Rocky
Mount
18

6

21

22

7:00 PM
Dinner Ride
TBD

26

27

28

29

12:30pm
NC-K2
Fayetteville

30

Jeannie Gunther
Roger Patterson
Sue Turner

Anniversaries
John & Jeannie Gunther

GWRRA Anniversaries
Troy, Tammy and Timon Bailey
Bill Wells
Bernard Bobbitt
Johnny Hilliard
Mike and Jan Humphries
Rick Yost
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NC-X Classified – Buy – Sell – Trade
Hartco Custom Seat with
approx. 7K miles. Bought
at WD in 2015. Fit 2001
-2010 GL 1800. Paid $1200
selling for $650 or Best
Reasonable Offer

LED fog lights with switch for
GL1800 Goldwing $120

For information or to purchase any of
the these items
Contact John Bryant 919-728-8447

Backrest for GL1800 Goldwing
New Never installed $160
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2005 GL1800 For Sale $8500

Lots of Extras: Air Horns, Extra black molding for saddlebags & trunk, Garmin Zumo
Mount, Gerbing wired & installed switch, Heated driver & passenger Corbin seat, Hwy
Pegs, Lighted trunk spoiler with active turn signals
New Front Fork Seals, RAM mount, Ring of Fire & Safety Lights, Trailer hitch (not
wired). For more photos:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dreamssewn/albums/72157667779174923
For more info: Sandie Rosenthal @ DreamsSewn@gmail.com
or text 919 671-1342 (I work nights)
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Support All Our Advertisers
11016 Capital Blvd., Wake
Forest NC 27587
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest,
NC. Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over
North Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00
 One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org

____________________________________________
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Deputy Director
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Appalachian Region
Region N Team
Directors Region N
Glenda & Alan Keough
g.keough@live.com

National Team
Director of GWRRA
Ray & Sandi Garris
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
berryconsulting@comcast.net

Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com
Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

North Carolina
District Team
District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Assistant Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
peggyrm@icloud.com

